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Recently, there has been growing interest in the utilization of physical systems as heuristic op-
timizers for classical spin Hamiltonians. A prominent approach employs gain-dissipative optical
oscillator networks for this purpose. Unfortunately, these systems inherently suffer from an inexact
mapping between the oscillator network loss rate and the spin Hamiltonian due to additional degrees
of freedom present in the system such as oscillation amplitude. In this work, we theoretically analyze
and experimentally demonstrate a scheme for the alleviation of this difficulty. The scheme involves
control over the laser oscillator amplitude through modification of individual laser oscillator loss.
We demonstrate this approach in a laser network classical XY model simulator based on a digital
degenerate cavity laser. We prove that for each XY model energy minimum there corresponds a
unique set of laser loss values that leads to a network state with identical oscillation amplitudes and
to phase values that coincide with the XY model minimum. We experimentally demonstrate an 8
fold improvement in the deviation from the minimal XY energy by employing our proposed solution
scheme.
I. INTRODUCTION
Optimization problems are at the heart of numerous
fields of science and industry from drug discovery [1]
to artificial intelligence [2]. Unfortunately, many of the
problems found in these applications are proven to be
in the NP complexity class rendering their solution im-
practical even at modest input size [3]. Due to the sig-
nificant applicability of these problems, various compu-
tational approaches have been developed to find prac-
tically useful approximations of their solutions in poly-
nomial time [4],[5]. These approximation algorithms in-
clude non-linear programming [6], semidefinite program-
ming [7], local search algorithms [8], evolution inspired al-
gorithms [9], and physically inspired heuristic algorithms
[10] among others.
Physically inspired algorithms are typically heuristic
algorithms based on a mapping between the cost func-
tion and a physical energy landscape. Optimization is
then carried out by mimicking the dynamics of physical
systems towards low energy states [11]. In physical terms,
the optimization problem is converted to a ground state
search problem. For example, the simulated annealing
(SA) algorithm mimics the cooling of metals by stochas-
tic dynamics [12], the quantum annealing algorithm mim-
ics quantum dynamic of the ground state evolution [13],
the particle swarm algorithm mimics the manner in which
avian flocks find food sources through distributed non-
linear dynamics [14]. Extensive literature exists on the
use and benchmarking of these algorithms for various ap-
plications [15],[16].
An alternative to ground-state search algorithms im-
plemented on digital computers is the realization of spe-
cialized hardware setups. Prominent examples of sys-
tems for ground-state search include dedicated hardware
for neural network training [17],[18],[19], photonic Ising
machines and XY simulators [20],[21],[22],[23],[24], super-
conducting qubit annealing machines [25],[13], polariton
based XY simulators [26],[27], electronic Ising machines
[28],[29],[30], memristor network systems [31],[32],[33]
and others. Many of these systems are aimed at find-
ing the ground state of classical spin models. This is of
special interest since many NP-complete problems can
be mapped to such models [34]. Recent results on the
universality of these models provide additional flexibility
in mapping a given optimization problem to a given spin
model [35].
Generally, two main ingredients are required of a physi-
cal ground state finder: (i) A correspondence between the
physical system’s stable states and the optimization func-
tion i.e. model energy landscape minima, (ii) A mecha-
nism that ensures the evolution of the system to a stable
state corresponding to an optimum of the optimization
problem i.e the model ground state.
An exact correspondence between a system’s stable
state and a model energy minimum would require the
elimination of all physical degrees of freedom (DOF) ab-
sent from the model. For example, a continuous scalar
DOF might be mapped to a discrete spin DOF. Achiev-
ing an exact correspondence is thus challenging both from
the theoretical and experimental aspects [36], [37], [38].
However, additional DOFs can present an opportunity to
improve the optimization success rate by embedding the
model dynamics in the higher dimensional dynamics of
the physical system. For example, such embedding could
help to avoid trapping in local minima [7],[39].
Ensuring the evolution of a physical system to its
global ground state poses a significant challenge for com-
plex non-convex energy landscapes [40]. It is highly un-
likely that physical systems can find the global ground
state of such Hamiltonians in sub-expnonential time
[41],[42]. Thus the main research question is whether
physical optimization machines can outperform digital
computers at these hard tasks by harnessing additional
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2resources. Such resources might include short iteration
times [43], quantum tunneling and coherence [13], inher-
ent parallelism [43], favorable scaling [44], or other re-
sources [45].
In gain-dissipative optical oscillator networks one aims
to find the ground state of classical spin models such as
the Ising model and the XY model. In such systems, the
phase of each optical oscillator (either OPO or laser) is
mapped to a spin DOF. The idea put forward in [46], is to
utilize the mode-competition property of optical oscilla-
tors to select the network state with the lowest loss rate.
In principle, there exists an external driving rate (pump)
range for which only the mode associated with the lowest
loss is a stable fixed point. Tuning the pump to this range
could in principle result in finding the ground state of the
spin model. Several types of optical oscillator networks
based on this operation principle have been implemented
and their efficacy at finding low energy states of various
instances of spin models was studied [46],[21],[20].
It was shown that an approximate mapping can be
established between the spin model energy and the oscil-
lator network loss rate when the inter-oscillator coupling
is low [36]. In this regime, the oscillation amplitudes are
almost the same for all oscillators. This reduces the loss
rate of the network to an equivalent spin model energy
[36]. On the other hand, low coupling strength leads
to small energy gaps and thus long relaxation times to
the ground state. Additionally, this leads to increased
sensitivity to imperfections and noise, dictating the use
of finite-size coupling in practical applications. This, in
turn, leads to unequal (heterogeneous) oscillation am-
plitudes which preclude the exact mapping between the
loss rate and the spin model energy. Since this limitation
stems from a finite size coupling between oscillators, it is
inherent to any coupled oscillator network. Several the-
oretical approaches for mediating this effect have been
suggested [37],[38]. Both methods rely on equalizing the
amplitude of the oscillators by imposing additional dy-
namical equations on each oscillator. To the author’s
knowledge, such techniques haven’t been experimentally
demonstrated and studied to date.
In this work, we theoretically analyze and experimen-
tally demonstrate the problem of unequal amplitudes.
This is carried out on a simple laser network acting as an
XY model ground state finder. We find that an inher-
ent contradiction exists between finding the ground state
in the vicinity of the oscillation threshold and accurately
mapping the network state to an XY state. To solve this,
we devise and experimentally demonstrate a scheme for
the solution of the amplitude heterogeneity problem in
a laser network. The implemented solution is based on
controlling the individual oscillator loss rates to achieve
equal oscillation amplitudes. The phase in such states
is found to correspond to XY model minima. We prove
that for each XY model minimum, the set of laser net-
work parameters for which the laser network phase values
coincide with the XY model is unique. We achieve this
without augmentation of the intrinsic oscillator dynam-
ics.
II. PROBLEM PRESENTATION
We illustrate the amplitude heterogeneity problem and
our solution to it with a simple laser network - the ”house
graph” [47] with negative (anti-ferromagnetic) couplings,
shown in figure 1(a). The classical XY Hamiltonian for
the house graph is given by
HXY = −
∑
nm
κnm cos (φn − φm) (1)
where κnm is the coupling matrix defined by the house
graph and φn is the phase of the nth spin (or oscillator).
The ground state of HXY for this graph can be found
analytically (see supplementary materials) and is plotted
in figure 1(a). The minimal loss state of a network of
identical laser oscillators [23] is calculated (see section
IV) and plotted in figure 1(b). As seen, The amplitude
of the lasers is highly heterogeneous where the uppermost
laser completely shuts down in spite of having identical
gain, loss and frequency to the other four lasers. This
is due to the frustration in the triangular facet of the
house graph [48]. The resulting phases of the minimal
loss state deviate significantly by as much as 43.2◦ from
the XY ground state (in the phase difference denoted by
∆φ in figure 1(a)). This example highlights the effect of
the inexact mapping between the XY model and the laser
network loss rate due to additional DOFs: the oscillation
amplitudes.
We propose to overcome this effect by tuning the laser
oscillator parameters. As shown in section IV, if the loss
of each laser is adjusted such that the minimal loss state
has uniform intensities for all lasers, the phases corre-
sponding to the XY ground state are exactly recovered.
This verifies the exact mapping between the minimal loss
state of uniform amplitude lasers to the XY ground state.
III. EXPERIMENT
The laser network used to simulate the XY model is
implemented in a digital degenerate ring cavity laser [43],
schematically depicted in figure 2. The cavity includes
two 4f imaging telescopes, an Nd:YAG gain medium, a
spatial light modulator (SLM), an optical isolator and
an output coupler. The gain medium is pumped by a
Xenon flash lamp, resulting in 200µs quasi-CW pulses.
The pumping rate is controllable by changing the voltage
of the flash-lamp activation pulse. The 8f telescopes im-
age the field distribution from the SLM onto itself after
a cavity roundtrip [49]. For more details, see supplemen-
tary information.
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Figure 1. (a) The calculated anti-ferromagnetic XY model
ground state on the house graph. (b) The calculated laser
network minimal loss state on the house graph (slightly above
the oscillation threshold). (c) A measured laser network state
with adjusted loss values to achieve uniform oscillation am-
plitudes is in good agreement with the calculated state shown
in (a). The (weak) coupling strength is κ ≈ 0.05α0 and the
pump is P − Pth ≈ κ. (d) A measured minimal loss state of
a network of identical laser oscillators is in good agreement
with the calculated state shown in (b). The (strong) coupling
strength is κ ≈ 0.4α0 and the pump value is slightly above
the network oscillation threshold (P −Pth ≈ κ/4). Color hue
depicts phases according to color bar in (d) and color bright-
ness depicts the laser amplitude where black corresponding to
zero. The phase cosine is written explicitly for each laser.
The SLM is utilized as a digital mirror whose complex-
valued reflectivity at each pixel is controlled [50]. This
control is used to generate a network of single mode lasers
with any desired geometry (”house” network here) by
imposing lasing only on specific spots where a non-zero
controllable reflectivity is defined. This adjustable re-
flectively is then used to control the loss of each laser
independently via a closed loop control scheme. We first
use this scheme to compensate for loss and gain imper-
fections in our system and to form a network of identical
laser oscillators and later we use it to form a network
of lasers with uniform amplitude (see methods section).
We adjust the phase of the reflectively for each laser in
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Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the experimental setup
used to support a laser oscillator network and to measure its
state. (a) folded ring degenerate cavity laser supporting the
oscillator network (b) Interferometer for laser network inten-
sity and phase measurement. (c) The detected interference
fringes for a house laser network at uniform amplitude. Ab-
breviations: SLM - spatial light modulator, OC - output cou-
pler, PBS - polarizing beam splitter, RR1 and RR2 - retro
reflecting mirrors, RR2 - right retro reflecting mirrors, λ/2 -
half wave plate, BS - beam splitter, RM - reflector mirrors.
the network independently with an additional close loop
control scheme to compensate for aberrations in our laser
cavity and ensure identical frequency for all lasers as will
be described in a future publication.
In the degenerate cavity used in this work, each laser
spot corresponds to an independent laser oscillator [51].
Two methods are applied in this work to introduce
diffractive coupling between lasers, (i) a circular aper-
ture placed at the Fourier plane of the second 4f tele-
scope as depicted in figure 2(a) generates weak coupling
[52] and (ii) a lens placed instead of the aperture, gen-
erates strong (Talbot) coupling [53], See supplementary
material for more details.
The measurement of the laser network phase and am-
plitude state is carried out by using an interferometric
apparatus schematically depicted in figure 2(b). On one
arm of the interferometer, a pinhole and a lens serve to
select and expand a single laser. In the second arm, a 4f
telescope is used to directly image the laser field distri-
bution on the SLM. The light from both arms is recom-
bined on a CCD detector resulting in interference fringes
on each laser spot (see figure 2(c)).
Figure 1(d) depicts the measured state of a network
of identical lasers with anti-ferromagnetic coupling. The
coupling strength (where a bond exists) is κ ≈ 0.4α0 and
the pump value, P is slightly above the network oscilla-
tion threshold (P −Pth ≈ κ/4) where α0 is the single os-
4cillator loss rate and Pth is the threshold pump value. In
an extreme manifestation of amplitude heterogeneity, the
uppermost laser is ”off” due to its frustrating coupling,
despite having identical loss to the other lasers. The four
lower lasers assume a simple anti-ferromagnetic ring con-
figuration which does not correspond to the XY ground
state. Quantatively, a deviation of 35◦ is observed in the
value of ∆φ (corresponding to 0.26 deviation in cos (∆φ).
The measured network state is in good agreement with
the theoretical prediction in figure 1(b).
Next, we adjust the loss of each laser such that
all lasers have the same amplitude (while maintaining
identical frequencies and pump values). The loss rate
modification of laser to was found to be 0.204 for the
uppermost laser (in units of inverse cavity round-trip
time) and -0.041,0.032,0.062,0.0014 for the lower four
(starting from the upper left laser and going counter-
clockwise) and we denote it as the modified loss vec-
tor ~∆α = (0.204,−0.041, 0.032, 0.062, 0.0014). The loss
modification is directly determined from the SLM reflec-
tivity value [54].
Figure 1(c) depicts the state of a uniform ampli-
tude laser network with weak anti-ferromagnetic coupling
(κ ≈ 0.05α0) and a pump value of P−Pth ≈ κ. The laser
amplitudes are seen to be uniform while the phase values
indeed correspond to the ground state of the XY model.
Quantitatively, the deviation in ∆φ is 2◦.
Next, we investigate the network state as a function of
the amplitude heterogeneity, we scan the laser loss vector
by interpolating between the identical oscillator and the
uniform amplitude states in the following manner
~α (x) = ~α0 + x ~∆α (2)
where x is the interpolation parameter in loss space and
~α0 is a vector of identical single oscillator loss values
α0. The identical loss and uniform amplitude points are
reached at x = 0 and x = 1, respectively. The laser
network state is measured as the network is driven along
this trajectory for different combinations of pump and
coupling strength values as summarized in table I. The
experimental results and the corresponding theoretical
results are plotted versus x in figure 3. The network
state is quantified by the normalized intensity hetero-
geneity, ∆I/〈I〉 (see figure 1(a)) where I is the squared
amplitude and by the deviation of the phase difference
cosine cos (∆φ) from its value for the XY ground state
cos (∆φXY) (see figure 1(b)). The theoretical lines were
obtained by simulating the coupled laser rate equations
[55]. The pump value, for each measurement set, is eval-
uated by finding the best fit for the experimental results.
The experimental and theoretical values for the phase
and amplitude heterogeneity for all measured cases are
summarized in table I at the identical oscillator and uni-
form amplitude states. Qualitatively it is seen in figure
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Figure 3. House network state as a function of the laser
loss at various operation regimes - comparison of measure-
ments (markers) to theory (solid lines) for all cases of cou-
pling strength and pump strength of Table I. Error bars are
estimated as 67% confidence intervals. (a) The amplitude
heterogeneity versus x. (b) The phase deviation from the XY
ground state phase versus x. (c) The phase deviation from the
XY ground state phase versus the amplitude heterogeneity for
all cases.
3(b) that the deviation from the XY model ground state
phase changes from negative values (corresponding to a
phase ∆φ = 180◦) at negative x, where the uppermost
laser is off, to zero at x = 1 where the amplitude is uni-
form. The deviation rises from zero for x > 1 and upper-
most laser amplitude is higher than the lower four. Good
agreement is found between the experimental results and
the stimulative prediction for all measurement cases. Fig-
ure 3(a) reveals that, as designed, the amplitude hetero-
geneity is minimized at x = 1 for all measurement sets.
Figure 3(b) shows that, indeed, at the uniform ampli-
5κ
α
P − Pth x = 0 x = 1
∆φ[0] ∆I/I[%] ∆φ[0] ∆I/I[%]
i 5% κ
E 146± 1 13.4± 0.4 135± 1 6.2± 0.1
T 148.3 22.4 136.8 0
ii 5% 3κ
E 150± 1 20.9± 0.3 141± 1 2.7± 0.1
T 143.9 14.2 136.8 0
iii 5%  κ E 133± 1 4± 0.04 140± 2 3± 0.04
T 139.0 4.2 136.8 0
iv 40% κ/4
E 174± 4 55.9± 2 - -
T 180 56 136.8 0
Table I. Experimental and theoretical result summary for all
measured cases for identical oscillator network (x = 0) and
uniform amplitude (x = 1) states. E and T denote experi-
mental and theoretical results, respectively
tude point the laser phase is in good agreement with the
XY model phase. It is also evident that the phase value
deviates from the XY minimum phase as the amplitude
heterogeneity increases. The deviation from uniform am-
plitude is seen to be steeper as the pump value is closer to
the oscillation threshold. Accordingly, the laser network
phase value deviates from the XY phase more signifi-
cantly for pump values closer to threshold. On the other
hand, at gain values significantly larger than the oscilla-
tion threshold the amplitude heterogeneity is small and
the phase is almost constant at the XY model value.
Figure 3(c) directly plots the deviation from the XY
ground state phase versus the amplitude heterogeneity.
It is seen that both theoretically and experimentally, the
data collapses to a single curve which indicates that in
this example, the phase deviation depends only on the
amplitude heterogeneity. Focusing on the unmodified
laser network fixed point (x = 0), it is seen that higher
coupling strength leads to significantly larger amplitude
heterogeneity and consequently extreme phase deviations
from the XY model phase exceeding 40◦. Unfortunately,
the correction of this extreme heterogeneity by amplitude
feedback was experimentally unavailable due to high loss
values present at strong coupling strength [52]. The the-
oretical plot for strong coupling values and pump close
to threshold reveals a very sharp transition from extreme
amplitude heterogeneity to uniform intensity as a func-
tion of x.
The final test of the effect of amplitude heterogeneity
on the performance of a laser network as an XY model
optimizer is the effect on the XY energy (eq. 1) calcu-
lated from the measured laser network phase values. The
energy calculated from measured phase values and from
simulation results is plotted in figure 4 versus x for two
of the cases in table I. Figure 4 reveals that the theo-
retical minimum of the XY model energy is obtained to
the best approximation at the uniform amplitude point
x = 1. A good general agreement is found between the
measured values and the simulation across the whole x
range. In addition, it is evident again that at high cou-
pling strength the deviation from the XY energy mini-
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Figure 4. Calculated XY model energy estimation from laser
network fixed point phase versus x - comparison of measure-
ment (markers) to theory (solid lines). Error bars are esti-
mated as 67% confidence intervals.
mum is more severe at the identical oscillator network
state and that generally the dependence on x is steeper
around the uniform intensity point.
IV. ANALYSIS
In the following we show that the proposed method
of oscillator loss tuning indeed gives rise to uniform am-
plitude solutions of the laser rate equations. Moreover,
we show that the loss values for each XY minimum are
unique. The analysis starts from the coupled laser rate
equations for M class-B, identical frequency, laser oscil-
lators [55]
dEm
dt
=
1
τp
[
(Gm − αm)Em −
∑
n
κmnEn
]
(3)
dGm
dt
=
1
τc
[
Pm −Gm
(
1 +
|Em|2
Isat
)]
(4)
where Em(t) is the slowly-varying electric field of the mth
laser, Gm(t) is the mth active medium gain, τp, τc are
the cavity round trip time and gain medium fluorescence
lifetime respectively, Isat is the gain medium saturation
intensity, αm and Pm are the normalized loss coefficient
and active medium pump rate of the mth laser. The cou-
pling matrix element κmn is the normalized field injection
coefficient from the nth laser to the mth laser. For the
theoretical analysis it is convenient to write the equa-
tions in a dimensionless form. This is done by rescaling
the units of the electric field and time by setting Isat = 1
and τp = 1.
First, we establish the connection between the laser
network and the classical XY model. To this end we
assume that the oscillation amplitude is an identical
6constant i.e. Am(t) = |Em(t)| = A,∀m. By setting
Em(t) = Ae
iφm in eq. 3 and looking for steady state
solutions we get [56], [26]
∂HXY/∂φm = 0 (5)
where HXY is the classical XY model Hamiltonian de-
fined in eq. 1. Thus, the phase values at uniform inten-
sity fixed points correspond to the phase values of the
XY model extremal points i.e. an exact correspondence
is reached between the laser network loss and the XY
energy.
To achieve this exact correspondence, the inherent am-
plitude heterogeneity has to be addressed. In the follow-
ing, we outline our proposed scheme for achieving this
by tailing the loss of each oscillator αm. Using eq. 3, 4
and setting Em(t) = Ame
iφm , the steady state condition
reads∑
n
κmnAn cos(φn − φm) =
(
Pm
1 +A2m
− αm
)
Am. (6)
Now suppose that we have modified the loss, such that
all lasers now have the same amplitude Am = A,∀m. It
immediately follows that:
∆αm = −
∑
n
κmn cos(φn − φm) + δ (7)
A =
√
P
α+ δ
− 1 (8)
denoting the loss as αm = α0 + ∆αm, where ∆αm is
the loss modification and where we have assumed that
Pm = P,∀m. This set of equations directly relates the
XY solutions to the added loss. For each XY fixed point
with phase values φm there is a unique (up to the con-
stant δ that will only change A) loss pattern ∆αm for
which the amplitudes are uniform.
Let us now demonstrate our approach for the house
graph example. Using eq. 7, the added loss which cor-
responds to the XY ground state is uniquely defined by
∆αm ≈ κ (1.2,−0.13, 0, 0,−0.13), see the supplementary
materials for additional details.
To directly show the correspondence, note that sum-
ming up eq. 7, we obtain:
HXY =
∑
m
∆αm −Mδ (9)
Thus, the added loss is directly related to the XY model
energy at the fixed point. Moreover, the XY energy of
the state can be inferred solely from the loss modification
values ∆αm.
To understand the extreme intensity heterogeneity
found near the oscillation threshold, we observe eq. 3
slightly above the oscillation threshold. Since the lasing
transition is a super-critical pitchfork bifurcation [57],
we can assume |Em|  1 ∀m and arrive at the following
eigenvalue equation for the fixed points:
(αˆ+ κˆ)E = PˆE (10)
where αˆ and Pˆ are the diagonal matrices of the αm and
Pm vectors, κˆ is the coupling matrix and E is a vector of
complex valued electric fields. Thus, the lasing thresh-
old Pth is given by the lowest eigenvalue of (αˆ+ κˆ), and
the lasing mode at the threshold is the corresponding
eigenvector Emin. Generally, unless a special symmetry
is present in the problem, the eigenvector has an arbitrary
intensity heterogeneity. In the house graph example, this
eigenvector is given by EHousemin = (0, 1,−1, 1,−1) as de-
picted in figure 1(b),(d) i.e. the roof oscillator does not
turn on which is an extreme example of this phenomenon.
Moreover, it can be easily shown that slightly above the
network oscillation threshold, for generic real symmetric
coupling matrices, the lasing phase is invariably either
zero or 180◦. This is explained by the algebraic fact that
the eigenvectors of real symmetric matrices are real val-
ued [58].
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated and studied the effects of am-
plitude heterogeneity on the performance of a laser os-
cillator network XY simulator. The effect was studied
on a small and simple laser network - the house graph
with anti-ferromagnetic coupling. It was found that am-
plitude heterogeneity is the most severe at the minimum
loss state (infinitesimally above oscillation threshold) and
that the phase values at this state deviate the most form
the XY model ground state phases. We proposed and
demonstrated a scheme for the solution of the amplitude
heterogeneity effect. The scheme involves changing the
laser oscillator loss rate to achieve uniform amplitudes.
We found that upon equalization of the amplitudes the
laser phases recover the XY ground state phases. We also
proved that the set of loss values equalizing the ampli-
tudes is unique for each XY model minimum.
VI. METHODS
Phase measurement Since multiple lasing frequen-
cies (multiple longitudinal modes) coexist in our system,
the measured interference fringes (figure 2 (b),(c)) am-
plitude and phase i.e. the complex valued coherence
[59] corresponds to an ensemble average over the coher-
ence [60]. To interpret these ensemble averaged results,
note that for time-reversal symmetric systems (identi-
cal frequency oscillators with symmetric real valued cou-
pling matrix), complex conjugation of each field solu-
tion also yields a valid solution. Hence, a state with
7phases φm would give rise to a measured coherence of
〈Cm〉 = 12
(
eiφm + e−iφm
)
= cos (φm). Thus our interfer-
ometric setup directly measures the cosine of the phase
as the amplitude of the interference fringes and the phase
is obtained by φm = arccos (〈Cm〉).
Amplitude control Control over the laser intensities,
to suppress intensity heterogeneity, is carried out by a
laser loss closed loop control scheme as follows. Oper-
ating at quasi-CW mode, the pulse averaged intensity of
each laser is measured using the imaging apparatus. This
intensity is averaged over a pre-defined number of pulses
after which the SLM reflectivity of each laser is modified
according to a proportional control feedback [61] scheme
with a constant target intensity for all lasers. This pro-
tocol is carried out until all intensities converge to the
target value (up to a to a predefined tolerance).
Frequency control To achieve the required phase mea-
surement resolution, the laser frequency heterogeneity
i.e. detuning imperfection was also addressed. This im-
perfection is caused by phase aberrations and cavity mis-
alignment which lead to systematic phase deviations in
the laser network fixed points. To compensate for this
imperfection, the oscillator phase is measured per pulse
and controlled via the SLM reflectivity phase as will be
described in a future publication.
Experimental imperfection compensation Due to ex-
perimental imperfections, making the oscillators identi-
cal entails the nullification of parasitic loss variation. To
that end, we applied the intensity feedback scheme sep-
arately to two sub-graphs of the house graph: a square
graph and a triangle graph. Since both subgraphs have
uniform intensity fixed points when the oscillators are
identical, finding the loss values that result in uniform in-
tensity compensates for parasitic loss heterogeneity. The
loss values resulting in uniform intensity are found by
using the closed loop intensity feedback as described the
previous paragraph.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
1. Materials - Detailed Experimental Setup Description
The detailed experimental arrangement of the digital degenerate ring cavity laser (DDRCL)[43] is schematically
presented in figure 1 (a) in the manuscript. The DDRCL includes a gain medium, two 4f telescopes with one common
lens, a reflective phase only spatial light modulator (SLM), a coupling element in the far-field (FF): an aperture or
a lens, two retroreflectors and pentaprism-like 90◦ reflector (all from high reflectivity mirrors), two polarizing beam
splitters (PBS), two half-wave plates (λ/2) and a Faraday rotator.
The laser gain medium was a 1.1% doped Nd-YAG rod of 10-mm diameter and 11-cm length. For quasi-CW
operation, the gain medium was pumped above threshold by a 200µs pulsed xenon flash lamp operating at 1700-
1950v and a repetition rate of 1 Hz to avoid thermal lensing. Each 4f telescope consists of two plano-convex lenses,
with diameters of 50.8mm and focal lengths of f1 = 750mm and f2 = 500mm at the lasing wavelength of 1064nm.
The SLM was Meadowlark (liquid crystal on silicon (LCOS)) with a zero order diffraction efficiency of 88 %, an area
of 17.6mm by 10.7mm, 1920 by 1152 resolution, 9.2µm pixel size, and a high damage threshold.
In the DDRCL, each of the two 4f telescopes has one lens f1 and a common lens f2. The first telescope images the
field distribution at the center of the gain medium onto the SLM where the reflectivity of each effective pixel [50] is
controlled. The second telescope, which contains a coupling element in the FF, images the field distribution at the
SLM back onto the gain medium. Since the SLM operates on axis and by reflection on horizontal polarized light, half
of the ring degenerate cavity was designed as a twisted-mode [? ] linear degenerate cavity [49] and the other half as
regular ring cavity laser [49]. The two halves are connected by PBS1, which separates the two counter-propagating
beams into two different cross-polarized paths. A large aperture Faraday rotator together with a half-wave plate
(HWP) at 22.5◦ and another PBS2 (which also serves as an output coupler) enforce unidirectional operation of the
DDRCL. A 90◦ reflector flips left and right areas of the beam. A second HWP at 45◦ rotates the polarization from
vertical to horizontal to pass through PBS1.
The detection arrangement is shown in figure 1 (b) in the manuscript, and includes a CMOS camera, lenses, beam
splitters and a pinhole to form an interferometer. The first interferometer channel images the near field onto the
camera with an 8-f telescope. In the second interferometer channel, one of the lasers is selected by the pinhole and
expanded by an additional lens to serve as a reference beam. The two channels are then combined by a beam splitter,
to interfere on the camera with a small relative angle.
The local reflectivity magnitude of the SLM is determined by local phase differences between adjacent pixels and
affects the amount of light diffracted out of the cavity. The local reflectivity phase is determined by the local average
phase of the adjacent pixels [50]. For example, adjacent pixels with phases of [0, 0] will result in high reflectivity and
0 phase, whereas adjacent pixels with phases of [0, pi] will result in no reflectivity and pi/2 phase. The reflectivity
pattern can form arbitrary loss and phase distribution, and it is used to create the lasers, and to compensate for the
cavity’s inhomogeneities and aberrations.
2. Laser Coupling Matrix Design
The coupling between the lasers was achieved by placing a diffractive element in the FF plane. The diffractive
elements alter the perfect imaging condition of the 8-f cavity such that a portion of the light from each laser leaks to
the neighboring lasers [52].
In the experiment, for weak coupling (∼0.05%) a FF aperture was used, and for strong coupling (∼0.4%) a FF
lens was used. The strength and sign of the coupling coefficients between neighboring lasers depend on the distance
between the lasers, their diameter, and on the aperture diameter in case of FF aperture, or on the focal length in
the case of FF lens. To determine these parameters such that the coupling between nearest neighbors (NN) will be
negative, and the coupling to the other neighbors will be negligible, we turned to numerical simulations. The coupling
coefficients were calculated by simulating the diffraction of a Gaussian mode after one round trip (RT) in the cavity
[52]. Then the overlap integral of the propagated field with a transversely shifted Gaussian mode was calculated, and
was normalized by the overlap integral of the propagated field with the original Gaussian mode.
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Figure 5. The figure displays the coupling coefficient as a function of the normalized distance between the lasers, for different
FF aperture diameters. The lasers distance is normalized by the NN distance. The legend displays the diameters of the FF
aperture in millimeter. The lasers diameter is 200µm and the NN distance is 450µm. The bold red points mark the distances
to the neighbors on the house graph.
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Figure 6. The coupling coefficients as a function of the distance between the lasers and their diameter, for a 2m FF lens. The
color hue represents the phase of the coupling, and its brightness represents the normalized coupling strength.
a. FF aperture
In the experiments where a FF aperture was used as the diffractive element, we kept the diameter of the lasers
(200µm) and their distances (450µm) constant, and used numerical simulations to find the optimal aperture diameter.
The optimal aperture diameter will result in maximal NN coupling strength (negative coupling) and negligible coupling
to the other neighbors. Figure 5 displays the coupling coefficient as a function of the normalized laser distance, for
different aperture diameters. The bold red points mark distances that correspond to distances between lasers on the
house graph. It easy to see that the optimal aperture diameter is around 2.9mm.
b. FF Lens
In the experiments where a FF lens was used as the diffractive element, we used the numerical simulation (figure
6) to find the lasers’ diameter and distance that result in a negative coupling (180◦) for a 2m lens. In the experiment
we used the maximal laser diameter that allows single-mode lasing, and used figure 6 to find the proper distance
for negative coupling. We ignore next NN coupling due the Gaussian dependence of the coupling strength on the
distance.
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Figure 7. Example of an intensity feedback trace on 5 lasers network (the House graph). Panel (a) displays the averaged
intensity of each of the lasers as a function of the iterations. Panel (b) displays the SLM updated reflectivity for each of the
lasers in each iteration
c. Coupling matrix
The coupling matrix of the laser network depends on the geometry of the network and diffraction pattern of the
lasers after a single cavity RT. As explained above, the diffractive elements and the network geometry were chosen to
satisfy negative coupling to NN, and negligible coupling to the other lasers. Hence, the coupling matrix of the laser
network is given by the following matrix:
κˆ = −|κ|

0 1 0 1 1
1 0 1 0 1
0 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 0
1 1 0 0 0
 (11)
where |κ| depends on the details of the FF diffractive element and on the network geometry.
3. Laser Intensity Control Scheme
To find the loss vector that yields uniform amplitude mode, we employed a closed-loop intensity feedback. The
intensity feedback protocol is the following: Operating at quasi-CW mode, the pulse averaged intensity of each laser is
measured using the imaging apparatus. This intensity is averaged over a pre-defined number of pulses after which the
SLM reflectivity of each laser is modified according to a proportional control feedback scheme (eq. 12) with a constant
target intensity for all lasers. If the reflectivity of one of the laser exceeds unity for five consecutive iterations, the
target intensity is reduced by a fixed amount. This protocol is carried out until all intensities converge to the target
value (up to a to a predefined tolerance).
In each feedback iteration, the reflectivity vector rn is modified according to the following equation:
log (rn+1) = log (rn) +Kp ·
(
Itarget − In
Itarget
)
(12)
Where n is the iteration number, Kp is the proportional gain coefficient, Itarget is the intensity of the weakest laser
in the first iteration, and In is the intensity vector. Figure 7 displays the intensity-feedback trace, for five laser on a
House graph.
4. Laser Frequency Control Scheme
To achieve the required phase measurement resolution, the laser frequency heterogeneity i.e. detuning imperfection
was also addressed. This imperfection is caused by phase aberrations and cavity misalignment which lead to systematic
phase deviations in the laser network fixed points. To compensate for this imperfection, a frequency closed loop
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Figure 8. The house graph and notations for phase values and phase differences. Phase values are drawn next to vertices and
phase differences are drawn next to edges
control scheme is implemented through the SLM phase. The frequency closed loop control scheme is based on (i) the
multi-longitudinal-mode nature of the DDCL and (ii) the degeneracy of complex-conjugate solutions in a network of
identical-frequency oscillators with symmetric real-values coupling matrix. These two properties result in real-valued
coherence: a state with phases φm would give rise to a measured coherence of 〈Cm〉 = 12
(
eiφm + e−iφm
)
= cos (φm).
Frequency detuning between the lasers changes the network fixed points such that the same phase is added to
the ideally complex-conjugate solutions, and therefore leads to a complex-valued coherence. The detuning is then
compensated by an iterative change of the phases on the SLM for the individual lasers, until real valued coherence is
measured for all the lasers.
5. Experimental Imperfection Compensation
Due to experimental imperfections, making the oscillators identical entails the nullification of parasitic loss and
phase variations. To that end, we applied the intensity and frequency feedback schemes separately to two sub-
graphs of the house graph: a square graph and a triangle graph. Since both subgraphs have uniform intensity fixed
points when the oscillators are identical, finding the loss values that result in uniform intensity compensates for
parasitic loss heterogeneity. The loss values resulting in uniform intensity are found by using the closed loop intensity
feedback as described in previous section, and the phase values that result in real-valued coherence, are found by
frequency feedback. In the first step of the compensation procedure, intensity feedback and frequency feedback were
simultaneously applied to the square subgraph. In the second step, the two feedback loops were applied to the triangle
graph, with fixed reflectivities and phases for the two base lasers with the values from the first step (i.e. only the
complex reflectivity of the apex laser was modified in the feedback).
6. House Graph XY model Ground State
In the XY ground state we have φ12 = φ23 = φ34 ≡ φunionsq, φ01 = φ40 ≡ φ∧ and φ14 ≡ φ−, which are related by
sinφunionsq + sinφ− = sinφ∧ (13)
and the geometric condition
3φunionsq − φ− = 2φ∧ + φ− = ±2pi (14)
where the ± is given by the sign of φ∧. Combining equations 13 and 14 leads to a single equation for φ∧, which is
solved by φ∧ ≈ ±0.62pi. The XY ground state solution is shown in figure 1 (b) in the manuscript.
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7. House Graph Exact Loss Vector
Here we demonstrate our approach for the house model. Using equation 8 in the main text, the added loss which
corresponds to the XY ground state is uniquely defined by:
∆α0 = δ − 2κ cosφ∧ (15)
∆α1 = ∆α4 = δ − κ cosφ∧ − κ cosφunionsq − κ cosφ− (16)
∆α2 = ∆α3 = δ − 2κ cosφunionsq (17)
A natural choice for δ, is such that the minimal ∆αm is zero. This way, for a given P, α and κ, we would achieve uniform
intensity with the largest possible amplitude. Here this corresponds to ∆α0 = 0, so that δ = 2κ cos(φ∧) ≈ −0.73κ.
Substituting δ and the phases we previously obtained leads to ∆αm ≈ κ(0, 1.3, 1.2, 1.2, 1.3).
